
Upgrade Kit Installation Guide

Your upgrade Kit has the following parts:

- Tweezers;
- 1 New Top and 1 New Bottom Sliders;
- 2 C-shaped stoppers.

By replacing the Sliders on Optics Module with the Upgraded version there will be more space available 
to fit larger phones like iPhone 13 PRO, Samsung Galaxy 21 Ultra, and others.

To upgrade your Evolution PRO/MOJO rig please follow the instructions below.

1) Take out the Optics Module from the Rig. Slide the back-side bar to the middle of the Optics 
Module (pic 1). Hold it to have the phone locker pointing to the left.

2) Use tweezers to remove 2 small stoppers from the grooves on the bottom and the top 
basements on THE LEFT SIDE ONLY (pic.2). If you suddenly damage it – no worries, - you have 
the spare stoppers in the kit specially for this case.

3) Slide out the bar from Optics Module (pic.2)
4) Pull the old sliders to free both ends of the bar (pic.3) Keep them if you may need to use thin 

phones with the Rig.
5) Install the new sliders on the bar as it shown on the picture (pic.3). PLEASE NOTE that T mark is 

for the TOP slider and B mark is for the BOTTOM slider.
6) Insert the bar with the Sliders back to the grooves on the Optics Module. The T slider should be 

on the top, the B slider should be on the bottom, and Phone Locker should have the leverage 
facing LEFT (pic.1,4)

7) Use tweezers to insert the Stoppers to the cavities in the grove (Pic.4). To fix the Stopper push it 
gently towards the grove, it will be locked inside.

8) Enjoy more spacious Optics Module with the latest and coolest phone models!  
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